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It not only doesn't work-it
can blow up in your face.

For a classic example, consider
two recent bills sponsored by
State, Rep. Billy McKinney (0-
Atlanta) aimed. at dealing with
the AIDS crisis. ,

One would have required state
health officials to collect the
names of anyone whose blood
test showed exposure to the AIDS.
virus. The other would empower
state health officials to shut down
gaybathhouses. ,

The name collection
proposal-the subject of much
heated lobbying and public
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that high-risk AIDS groups are
frightened of having the govern-
ment compiletheir names? .

Closing down Atlanta's lone
gay bathhouse. is similarly
misguided. Such a move would.
not halt the unsafe sexual prac-

I tices that spread AIDS. It would
, simply shift them elsewhere.
\ Instead, the baths should be

enlisted as a positive tool to cdm-
:bat AIDS. In New York, gay

. :bathhouses dispense condoms,
:AIDS treatment information,
:and details on how to prevent
transmission of the disease.

It would be far better to en-
courage such efforts here, instead
of simply legislating the' problem
further underground.

Georgia can best meet the
AIDS crisis through education,
research, and compassion.
Hysteria and senseless persecu-
tion can only make an already
frightening problem far worse.


